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Abstract: This paper has presented Hybrid Approach for determination of sentimental phrase or words 

from Hindi text automatically through use of Hindi sentiment’s lexicon and classifying them into polarity 

i.e. Positive, Negativeand Neutral. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sentiment Classification is computational study for expressing online through posting by writers, people and users 

about particular products, services and topics. There is a use of “Natural LanguageProcessing(NLP)” technique for 

classification of expressions into Positive, Negative or Neutral.In current scenario, Web 2.0 application (Blogs, Social 

media, Forums, Wikis, Chats and Review channels) arepopular medium amongst citizens for expressingopinions or 

sentiments publically toward any subject. A larger amount of “User Generated Content (UGC)” has been stored in 

digital form on web. The information might be meaningful for Individuals, Government and Organizations for making 

decisions correctly and making them much effective.  This has brought many challenges when these expressions are 

automatically analyzed. Classification of sentiments is known widely in business classification, market research, social 

status, policy making and various decision making systems.  

 

II. BACKGROUND 

Research in the field of sentiment classification has been done in various Indian languages. Two researchers from IIT 

Hyderabad i.e. Bakliwal and Arora [1] have developed a Hindi Subjective Lexicon (HSL) of all the synonyms and 

antonyms which were possible and used machine learning technique as well as n-Gram Modeling technique for 

analyzing sentiments from text. In a similar manner, Joshi, Balamuraly andBhattacharya from IIT Bombay [3], 

usedHindi-SentiWordNet(H-SWN) wherein all the sentimental words have been classified into Positive and Negative 

classes having fixed numerical score. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Model for Sentiment Classification of various Indian Languages extracts only Sentimental Words like negation words, 

adjective, adverb etc. from a give text piece and this is then classified into positive, neutral or negative level. There are 

some parameters which are used for supporting Sentiment Classificationwhich includespart of speech, terms, syntactic 

negation and dependencies. There is a requirement of Computational Model which has ability for identifying, 

understanding and interpreting sentimental words in an automatic manner and produce better result in classification of 

sentiments having greater accuracy.  

 

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

A. Datasetafter introduction of Unicode (UTF-8) standards for Indian various Languages, there is a rapid growth in 

number of blogs, discussion forums, websites, etc. in Hindi, this has resulted in an increase in public sentiments on 

web. After collection of data from such resources, a scheme for manual annotation is performed and this creates a 

Dataset of 1000 sentences for testing and trending proposed “SentimentClassification Model” for Hindi. Such sentences 

mainly arise through specific domains such as political and social discourse.  
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B. Resource Generation 

Hindi can be considered as language which has scarce resources since its resources exist in an under developed phase. 

Hence there is a need that the resources which are essential for sentimental classification have to be generated. To 

generate resources like this, a small tagset for Hindi Part of Speech (POS) has been described below : 

Table 1: POS Tag for Hindi as a Language 

 
 

Category  Type  Hindi words  

 

Noun (N) 

Common Noun िब�ी, नदी, लड़का 

Proper Noun  राम ,�द�ल�, नागपुर 

Nominal Modifier (J) Adjective (ADJ)  सु�र, नीला, अ�ा, ठंडा 

Verb (V) Main Verb (VM) 
  

 Auxiliary Verb (VA)  रही, िलया, था, है 

Pronoun (P) Pronominal (PN)  उसे, उ��, हम� 

Adverb (A)  Manner (AMN) अ�ा, थोडा, धीरे 

 

V. WORKING PROCEDURE 

 
Source: Malakar et al (2015) 

STEP-1: The Input Phase 

The first step when input is entered into the system. The entire text is broken into various sentences as proposed model 

for Sentiment Classification works on the sentence level. 

 

STEP-2: Phase for Text Preprocessing 

For achieving higher accurate result, certain pre-processing operationsneed to be applied over given sentence or text as 

there is some noise in text which does not returns any meaning. Since there is presence of noises, the correct results of 

sentiment classification could not be estimated.  
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STEP-3: Phase of POS Tagging  

All words in given sentences can be of use in Sentiment Classification, since a few words could hold sentiments. So 

after activity of POS tagging, a group of words or words which are sentimentbearing are characterized by tag associated 

with them.  

 

STEP-4: (Hybrid Approach Phase) 

Two models are there in Hybrid Approach. The models considered under this approach are rule based model and 

statistical based mode. In Rule based model, there are set of rule which are used for handling negotiation since in 

certain conditions, polarity in a sentence can be changed to negative from positive and also at times vice versa. 

Negation handling can be considered as the biggest problem for performing Sentiment Classification.  

In statistical based model, for achieving accuracy, there is a development of sentimental words and a database is formed 

having statistical score is later developed in this model. Positive value is assigned to words having positive sentiments 

and the value ranges between 0 - 1 and negative value is given which ranges between -1 - 0.  

 

STEP-5: Phase for Output Representation  

In this system, each sentimental word exist in sentences and the sum of them is calculated. The sum of the sentence is 

checked whether it is negative or positive. When sum is positive, it means it is a positive sentence, if sum is negative 

the sentence is negative and when the sum is 0, the sentence is said to be neutral.  

 

VI. RESULT EVALUATION 

For testing “Sentiment Classification Model”, a dataset having 1000 sentences was taken, out of which 50% of the 

sentences were tested to be positive and 50% of them came out to be negative. Such sentences have been considered as 

an input forSentiment’s Classification. Once the classification is carried out, the system which has been generated by us 

has given 70% correct results. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The “Sentiment Classification method” which has been proposed is based on Hybrid Approach that provides efficient 

results and better accuracyin their results as compared to previous researches. This study has explored a new dimension 

since Multi-WordExpressions have been included for improving quality in sentiment’sclassification for Hindi 

Language.  
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